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ABSTRACT: Through the use of optical tweezers we
performed controlled translocations of DNA−protein complexes through nanocapillaries. We used RNA polymerase
(RNAP) with two binding sites on a 7.2 kbp DNA fragment and
a dCas9 protein tailored to have ﬁve binding sites on λ-DNA
(48.5 kbp). Measured localization of binding sites showed a shift
from the expected positions on the DNA that we explained
using both analytical ﬁtting and a stochastic model. From the
measured force versus stage curves we extracted the nonequilibrium work done during the translocation of a DNA−protein complex and used it to obtain an estimate of the eﬀective
charge of the complex. In combination with conductivity measurements, we provided a proof of concept for discrimination
between diﬀerent DNA−protein complexes simultaneous to the localization of their binding sites.
KEYWORDS: Nanopore, nanocapillary, force measurements, DNA−protein complex, protein binding site, Jarzynski equation

D

protein conformation and as a result the proper DNA−protein
interaction.
Single-molecule (SM) techniques have emerged to complement these methods and are suitable to characterize rare
DNA−protein interactions with high sensitivity and reveal
interesting phenomena deriving from the complex mechanisms
and inhomogeneous dynamics of DNA−protein interactions.
For example, atomic force microscopy (AFM) 13 and
ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)14 have been
used to describe the global structure of DNA−protein
complexes and to probe assembly dynamics. Besides localization, SM techniques such as optical15 or magnetic16 tweezers
can reveal binding dynamics, elongation rates, and pausing of
DNA−protein complexes.
Nanopore-based sensing and force spectroscopy are the
latest, label-free, additions to the growing plethora of SM
methods used to detect and characterize DNA−protein
interactions.17−24 In free translocation experiments, local
analyte characteristics can be directly related to the timedependent ion conductance. Because of their tunable size, solidstate nanopores are well-suited to detect proteins attached to a
long double strand of DNA.25,26 Although free translocation
experiments allow high throughput detection, the high speed of

NA−protein interactions ubiquitously regulate almost all
aspects of cellular function, such as DNA chromosome
maintenance, replication, transcriptional regulation, and DNA
repair.1 Most of these interactions occur after complex protein
search and binding to a sequence speciﬁc DNA target. Because
of the broad spectrum of possible interactions it is crucial to
gain a better understanding of DNA−protein association,
speciﬁcally the intricacies of binding.
Over the years, numerous methods have been developed to
elucidate the role of DNA−protein interactions in cellular
processes and to facilitate the translation of research into
biotechnological applications.2 Eletrophoretic mobility shift
assay (EMSA),3 nuclease footprinting,4 SELEX-based approaches,5 protein-binding microarray approaches,6,7 chromatin
immunoprecipitation-based microarray (ChIP), ChiP-seq8−10
inhibition of enzymatic degradation are among the most
frequent ensemble methods used to reveal sequence-speciﬁc
protein binding to DNA. While quantitative analysis of
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters can be assessed by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR),11 by EMSA, or, more
recently, by mechanically induced trapping of molecular
interactions (k-MITOMI).12 These methods, even though
they are successful in probing average interaction characteristics, disregard ﬁne details of DNA−protein complex
formation. In addition, most of them employ the use of
chemical cross-linking agents, labeling tags and/or complex
ampliﬁcation protocols that can interfere with the proper
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Figure 1. Setup and detected signals during controlled translocations of DNA−protein complexes through nanocapillaries. (a) Schematic of the
experimental setup. The distance between the optical trap equilibrium position and the capillary opening (stage distance) is marked as z, the distance
between the capillary opening and the surface of the bead is marked as y. The total length of the DNA is L, while s is the length of the DNA contour
between the bead and the capillary opening. The bead-to-protein distance, as measured along the contour, is marked sp. (b) Typical force and current
curves for RNAP are shown as a function of the stage z with the jump location marked as yp and the DNA exit out of the capillary marked as yx. The
protocol used to move the stage and thus pull out the DNA was a linear increase of z with a speed v ≈ 500 nm/s. We measured the relative distance
Δyp between two points yx and yp, and the protein jump width marked as Δz. The force curve is marked at locations corresponding to the individual
schematics placed above: (1) before the protein approaches the area of the jump, when the force on the protein becomes comparable to the force on
the DNA; (2) location at the moment of the jump when the force on the protein is larger than the force exerted by the DNA on the protein; (3) the
moment the protein has ﬁnished the jump, and the DNA is less extended (schematically represented as DNA coiling, for details see later discussion
on DNA tension and the Supporting Information); (4) after the jump when the DNA extension has returned to the prejump value.

(TALENs), zinc ﬁnger nucleases (ZFNs),32 and so forth. One
of the biggest advantages of dCas9 is its ease of programmability; dCas9-DNA complexes can be formed at diﬀerent sites
by means of diﬀerent guide RNA molecules thus allowing us to
investigate in details the ﬁne resolution of our method.
Our method probes speciﬁc or high aﬃnity sites while
characterizing their size and charge and, as any SM force
spectroscopy-based technique, could be adapted to monitor
DNA−protein interaction dynamics.
Controlled Translocation of DNA−Protein Complexes
Trough Nanocapillaries. The setup used in this work is the
same as in our previous study on controlled translocations of
DNA−protein complexes17,33 and is similar to what has been
used with solid state nanopores18,34−36 and nanocapillaries.37,38
A simple PDMS ﬂuidic cell allows the separation of two
chambers by a glass nanocapillary. A polystyrene bead,
previously coated in DNA−protein complexes and trapped
with optical tweezers, is brought outside the opening of the
nanocapillary (see Figure 1a). By applying a voltage bias, the
DNA is driven inside the nanocapillary that is conﬁrmed by a
corresponding drop in current and force (Figure 1b). Once the
DNA is inside the capillary, a nanopositioning stage moves the
capillary in the opposite direction until the DNA exits.
Noteworthy, the conversion between stage position z and
bead-to-capillary opening distance y is linear in all our data so
we use relative distances in z and y interchangeably.
The controlled translocation of DNA continues smoothly
with a change of the stage position z, marked by a ﬂat force
proﬁle (Position 1 on Figure 1b) until a DNA−protein

translocations and the large distribution of translocation times
complicate localization of protein sites.21,27 In addition,
nanopore-based sensing is performed in nonphysiological
conditions in a buﬀer with high salt content (>0.4 M) allowing
for detection only of certain DNA−protein complexes that are
capable of sustaining such conditions.
To overcome these hurdles we have recently used a
combination of glass nanocapillaries and optical tweezers to
detect and characterize diﬀerent proteins bound to DNA.17 We
were able to elucidate their eﬀective charge and role of the drag
force, present due to electroosmotic ﬂow in glass nanocapillaries.28−31 Compared to free translocations, our system
allows us to isolate and trap single DNA/DNA−protein
complexes inside a nanocapillary and translocate them back
and forth with a controlled speed in order to obtain biophysical
information from force and current data. In addition,
experiments in this system are performed in physiological
conditions imitating the natural environment for DNA−protein
complexes.
This study extends and complements our previous work by
focusing on precise protein localization, charge, and size
discrimination based on force and current traces, aided by
robust analytical and numerical modeling. In this work we
made use of two well-characterized DNA binding proteins E.
coli RNA polymerase (RNAP) and dCas9. RNAP-DNA
complex formation is critical for the initiation of transcription.
On the other hand, dCas9, as a part of the CRISPR-Cas9
complex, has been utilized in various genome engineering
studies alongside transcription activator-like eﬀector nucleases
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Figure 2. Localization of protein binding sites on DNA in physiological conditions. (a) Localization histograms obtained from force curves for ﬁve
dCas9 sites along λ-DNA in 100 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5% glycerol, pH 7.5. Black, vertical, dashed lines represent expected (theoretical) binding
sites at 1100, 3570, 5320, 7120, and 10560 nm from the free end. Diﬀerent colored histograms represent diﬀerent binding sites with only speciﬁc
events shown. In total, 17 diﬀerent capillaries were used across the ﬁve sites and the number of single speciﬁc complexes used was 20, 42, 24, 31, and
54 for each site, respectively. (b) Localization of two RNAP binding sites along a 2448 nm long DNA in 100 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5% glycerol,
0.01% TWEEN 20, pH 7.5. Black, vertical, dashed lines are theoretical binding sites at 400 and 750 nm from the free end. In total, 4 diﬀerent
capillaries were used across the 2 sites and the number of single speciﬁc complexes used was 49 and 43 for each site, respectively. Inset in panel a (b)
represents the density plot of 60 (122) averaged force curves for dCas9 at site 1100 nm (RNAP at site 750 nm) that were shifted to the same DNA
force level and normalized to a probability of 1 for each z. Force curves also include events without an equal DNA base level before and after the
jump that were not used for later nonequilibrium work analysis.

KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5% glycerol, pH 7.5) barring the addition
of 0.01% TWEEN 20 to RNAP to prevent sticking of the
protein to the capillary. Applied voltage bias varied between
150 and 200 mV to optimize the capture rate during bead
approach and signal-to-noise ratio of the current measurement.
In the case of dCas9, we took advantage of the single guide
RNA technique to engineer ﬁve distinct sites along the 16.5 μm
(48.5 kbp) λ-DNA, whereas for RNAP we probed two distinct
sites along a shorter, 2.45 μm (7.2 kbp) DNA (see Methods).
In the case of dCas9, we performed experiments both with a
single RNA guide present in the mixture as well as with several
(two and three). The presence of multiple binding site
possibilities did not aﬀect the localization of each individual
site and shows the potential of using our method to perform
multiplexed localization. Indeed in some cases we were able to
observe multiple binding events on the same DNA. Measured
protein binding locations for all sites are shown in Figure 2a,b
as histograms. The binding site position Δyp = yx − yp was
determined as the distance between the DNA exit out of the
capillary (yx) and the position of the protein jump inside the
capillary (yp) (Figure 1b). For each binding site studied, we
obtained a histogram that included both speciﬁc and unspeciﬁc
events with clustering seen at positions close to the
theoretically predicted ones. We eliminated all events that
deviated strongly from these clusters as nonspeciﬁc binding
(see Section S1 in the Supporting Information). With larger
statistics, this method may be able to better assess nonspeciﬁc
binding of proteins and determine if any diﬀerences are present
in size or charge which would hint at variation in binding
interactions between speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc binding. Nonspeciﬁc binding has been seen both in vivo and in vitro41−44
and results, for example in the case of dCas9, from mismatching
between the RNA guide sequence and the DNA, bulge
formations, or transient binding.45 The obtained localization
has an average standard deviation of 97 and 49 nm,
respectively, for dCas9 and RNAP with a smaller error near
the free end of DNA and thus a smaller error for shorter DNAs,
as seen with RNAP.
We assume the error comes from a wide distribution of drag
forces on the DNA strand, the stochastic nature of the process,
unspeciﬁc interactions not taken into account by our statistics,

complex approaches the opening of the capillary (Position 2).
Near the opening there is the largest gradient of the
electrostatic potential and the largest electroosmotic ﬂow and
thus the largest electrostatic force on the complex. In thin
nanopores, for example, solid state nanopores that are close to
two-dimensional, the potential gradient is well localized within
the width of the pore. For capillaries, it depends on the
manufacturing process17,28 and causes an electrostatic potential
more extended in space of the form ∼1/(1 + x/ξ) with ξ as the
electrostatic decay length17,33 and x growing inside the capillary
with the origin at the opening. In our experiments, we found ξ
≈ 75 nm by ﬁtting to the tails of the force proﬁles for bare
DNA.33 When the force exerted by the external potential on the
DNA strand is comparable to the force exerted on the DNA−
protein complex, the protein “jumps” to the other side of the
capillary opening (change from position 2 to 3 on Figure 1b).17
This is identiﬁed by a characteristic peak at yp in both force and
current (Position 3 on Figure 1b). If the local force on the
complex is directed outside of the nanocapillary, as in our case
from an eﬀectively positive local charge, the protein jumps
outside the nanocapillary (positive work) followed by an
increase in the length s (coiling) of DNA between the capillary
opening and the bead. As the stage position z is increased, the
complex stays at the same position until the extension of the
DNA returns to the prejump level (Position 4 on Figure 1b).
After the contour length s has become tense again, a change in
the stage z also moves the DNA−protein complex away from
the opening. If the local force on the protein, for example, from
an eﬀectively negatively charged DNA−protein complex, is
directed into the nanocapillary, it ﬁrst causes a reduction in the
DNA tension, before jumping when the DNA tension has
reduced suﬃciently resulting in a mirrored jump shape
(negative work).18 The jump proﬁle in current and force can
be used to discriminate bound proteins as is shown later but
both can also be used as a tool to localize the binding site.
Localizing Protein Binding Sites on DNA. To study
localization of proteins, we used dCas9 and RNAP, which are
known to bind to speciﬁc sites along DNA.39,40 In contrast to
free translocation experiments,20,22 we carried out our experiments in physiological ionic and pH conditions. All DNA−
protein complexes were probed in the same buﬀer (100 mM
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Figure 3. Protein binding site localization shift. (a) Diﬀerence between measured and expected location Δshift = (L − sp) − Δyp for dCas9 binding
sites on λ-DNA. Red triangles correspond to localization shift obtained from force curves, and blue circles from current curves, all for ﬁve tailored
binding sites on λ -DNA. Green dashed line represents the best ﬁt obtained with the analytically derived nanocapillary shift formula. Full black line
represents the numerically obtained ﬁt with ξ = 75 nm, V = 200 mV, λDNA = −0.04 e/bp, and the eﬀective protein charge q* = 10e, while shaded area
shows the variation of the numerical ﬁt curve if λDNA varied from −0.02 e/bp (upper border) to −0.08 e/bp (lower border) as in panel d. Inset shows
the same for two RNAP binding sites on a short 2448 nm DNA with an analytical ﬁt with the same parameters as in the full panel except ξ = 10 nm
(most likely due to boundary eﬀects). (b) Comparison of 47 and 110 force versus stage position curves plotted as density plots for dCas9 and RNAP
respectively (left column) with numerically obtained plots (right column). The sites shown correspond to the same as in the insets of Figure 2 (i.e.,
1100 and 800 nm for dCas9 and RNAP, respectively). Before averaging, all curves were shifted so that the jump position is at z = 0 and all noisy
curves without a well-deﬁned DNA force level before and after the jump were not taken into consideration. (c) Plot of localization shift obtained
from the numerical stochastic model using diﬀerent values of the eﬀective charge of the complex for the same parameters as the numerical ﬁt in panel
a. Charge q = 0 corresponds to no protein, that is, bare DNA localization shift. (d) Histograms of measured DNA linear charge density λDNA for
dCas9 and RNAP attributed to changes in the electroosmotic ﬂow induced drag force. The histograms correspond to a total of 10 (2) nanocapillaries
used for dCas9 (RNAP) localization.

extended to a contour length s such that the extension μ(s) = y/
s < 1. The shift Δshift is due to an early exit of the DNA strand
out of the capillary (the DNA strand’s exit length sx is shorter
than the full length L of the DNA strand), caused by
ﬂuctuations, as well as the DNA being extended by the pulling
force. For each contour length s there is a corresponding y such
that

friction between the DNA and the capillary (if the pulling
occurs slightly oﬀ axis, see Supporting Information Figure S9),
and a minor contribution also comes from the diﬀerent voltages
used. To verify that there is no dependence on the
translocation protocol, we performed a reverse protocol
(threading the complex into the capillary) but found no
diﬀerence in the localization value (see S2 in the Supporting
Information), which we attribute to a small or negligible
hysteresis.17,18
Localization Shift and Analytical Modeling. Although we
localized protein binding sites, both thanks to force and current
traces (Figure 3a), the positions were shifted in comparison to
the expected locations (Figure 2a,b). For positions close to the
free end of the DNA strand, the shift is small, or even negligible
in the case of one RNAP binding site, and it grows as the
expected position is closer to the tethered end of DNA. Figure
3a shows how the diﬀerence between the measured and
expected positions for dCas9 and RNAP (inset) Δshift = (L −
sp) − Δyp depends on the theoretical location of the complex.
This shift can be explained by taking into account that the
experimentally measured distance of the protein Δyp is not the
same as its position sp along the DNA contour. At any distance
y between the capillary opening and the bead, the DNA “coil” is

Δyp = sx μ(sx ) − spμ(sp)

(1)

with sx the contour length corresponding to the DNA exit
location yx. The eﬀect of the localization shift is to make the
apparent protein position smaller than expected.
The extension of the DNA molecule, μ(s) = y/s, which is
required to explain the shift, can be obtained analytically in the
strong stretching regime46 which corresponds to the range of
forces on DNA measured in typical experiments.33,47 It is useful
to compare how the results change between nanopores and
nanocapillaries, as both can be used for localization. The force
on the DNA can be written as FDNA = λDNAΔVf(s) where f(s) is
a general functional dependence of the potential on the length
of DNA inside the capillary, such that f(s) = 1 for nanopores
1
and f (s) = 1 −
for nanocapillaries.17,33 λDNA is the
L−s
1+
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Figure 4. Analysis of works invested into protein jumps and conductance drops. (a) Scatter plots of measured works Wi for ﬁve diﬀerent dCas9
binding sites (as in Figure 2a). (b) Scatter plots of measured works Wi for two diﬀerent RNAP binding sites (as in Figure 2b). Here the scale of the
x-axis is 10 times larger than in panel (a). (c) Comparison of jump event works obtained for dCas9 and RNAP. All binding site locations have been
put together for all measurements done at V = 200 mV. Buﬀer conditions (100 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5% glycerol, pH 7.5) were the same for all
dCas9 sites and with added 0.01% TWEEN 20 for RNAP. From these distributions, ΔGAB values were computed using the Jarzysnki equality to be
31.7 and 37.9 kBT for dCas9 and RNAP, respectively (for convergence plot see Supporting Information Figure S8). (d) Comparison of conductance
changes for dCas9 and RNAP obtained from the maximal change of the conductance during a protein translocation relative to the DNA level.

can predict the shift in the range of small charges but in order
to better ﬁt the shift, and thus accurately predict the
localization, a more precise modeling of how the complex
charge aﬀects translocation is necessary.
Numerical Modeling Scheme. To better explain the
inﬂuence of the DNA−protein complex charge on the shift,
we used a stochastic modeling scheme48 previously implemented to explain controlled translocation events in both
nanopores18 and nanocapillaries.17 The model is based on two
coupled Langevin equations for two state variables of the
system, the bead position away from equilibrium at the stage
position z, denoted r, and the length of the contour between
the bead and the capillary opening s. We solved two Langevin
equations with an external force determined by the total free
energy of the system G(r, s), which has contributions from the
charged DNA wormlike chain, optical trap, and a point protein
with an eﬀective charge q* (coming from both electrostatics
and electroosmotic ﬂow induced Stokes drag17). Using our
stochastic model we can obtain numerical ﬁts to the
experimentally determined shift. Figure 3a shows the ﬁt
obtained with parameters λDNA = −0.04 e/bp, V = 200 mV, ξ

eﬀective linear charge density of DNA reduced by screening
and drag. We assume that the extending force comes from both
the force on the DNA and the force exerted by the complex,
where, if it is small, we can continue in the strong stretching
regime. Approximating that the protein jump is located at the
point where the force is largest we can write for the extending
force Fext = FDNA − Fp(s = sp) = FDNA − q*V/ξ. The extension
in the high stretching regime is then
μ(s) =

y
=1−
s

1
4L pFext
kBT

(2)

with Lp = 50 nm the persistence length of DNA. Figure 3a
shows the analytically obtained ﬁt (from (eq 1) and (eq 2)) to
the shift for dCas9 assuming a nanocapillary geometry with ξ =
75 nm and V = 175 mV (details in S3 in the Supporting
Information). The ﬁt results in λDNA = −0.06 e/bp, L − sx = 200
nm and the eﬀective DNA−protein complex charge of q* = 5e.
The obtained λDNA is larger than the experimental mean of
−0.04 e/bp (Figure 3d) that we attribute to the strong
stretching regime approximations used. Our analytical formulas
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= 75 nm and an eﬀective charge of the complex q* = 10e for
dCas9 and the same except λDNA = −0.02 e/bp and q* = 12e for
RNAP. λDNA values in the ﬁt were taken as the means of the
experimentally measured ones. We can also predict the general
shape of the force curves using our simpliﬁed cone geometry
(Figure 3b). Figure 3c shows that protein charge inﬂuences the
shift for both positively and negatively charged bound proteins.
The shaded area in Figure 3a shows the numerical ﬁt variation
if the linear charge density of DNA changes from its smallest to
its largest experimentally measured value. This can easily
account for the large standard deviations seen on the
localization shift as explained by the wide distribution of
eﬀective linear charge densities of DNA λDNA = λ0DNA − λDRAG
seen in the DNA force levels (see Figure 3d). This is caused by
a variability of electroosmotic ﬂow induced drag on the DNA
(λDRAG) in nanocapillaries.17,28−31 Despite the drag force
variability we account for the experimentally determined
localization shift and localize proteins in a comparable range
to other single molecule methods while in physiological
conditions. In practice, the electroosmotic ﬂow can be
controlled by coating capillaries with lipids49 or polymers50,51
thus reducing the experimental error.
Discrimination of DNA-Bound Proteins Using Nonequilibrium Work and Conductivity. In order to simultaneously
discriminate DNA−protein complexes while localizing, two
methods, able to detect diﬀerences in charge or size, were used.
The ﬁrst is based on nonequilibrium work analysis of the force
curves during the jump17,18 while the second uses the
characteristic of nanocapillaries to obtain current versus stage
curves and uses them to diﬀerentiate proteins using
conductivity drops.52
Because the stochastic protein jumps are nonequilibrium
events we utilize work analysis in order to extract equilibrium
quantities used for protein discrimination. Our experiment
starts in an equilibrium state at time tA and at stage position zA
and ends in an equilibrium state at time tB and stage position zB.
The work done by a variation of the control parameter z is then
Wĩ =

∫t

tB
A

v

∂H
dt =
∂z

∫z

zB

Fot(z)dz

A

complexes. Assuming that the change of the wormlike chain
free energy before and after the jump is negligible, that the
force proﬁle returns to the same value after the jump, and that
changes in stage and contour length are approximately equal yB
− yA ≈ sB − sA, the diﬀerence in free energies before and after
the jump can be simpliﬁed to
ΔGAB = q*V ·

⎛ ΔG ⎞
= exp⎜ − AB ⎟
⎝ kBT ⎠

(5)

where q* is the eﬀective charge of the complex, V is the voltage
at which the experiment was carried out, and Δz is the width of
the jump event (see S6 in the Supporting Information for
details).
Using the Jarzynski equality we can determine the eﬀective
charges from our nonequilibrium measurements for discrimination of proteins. Work analysis for both dCas9 and RNAP
results in a wide clustering (Figure 4a,b) due to the
nonequilibrium and stochastic nature of the translocation
events as well as a wide distribution of electroosmotic ﬂow
induced drag. Assuming that there is no diﬀerence between
binding sites, we can group all the work values obtained at the
same voltage for both dCas9 and RNAP (Figure 4c). Although
similar, it is possible to discern two diﬀerent DNA−protein
complex distributions. In order to quantify the diﬀerence, we
can apply the Jarzynski equality (eq 4) to the obtained
distributions. Using the free energy relation (eq 5) with a
determined average event width Δz = 220 and 170 nm for
dCas9 and RNAP, respectively, and an electrostatic decay
length ξ = 75 nm it is possible to obtain a value for the eﬀective
charge of the complex. For dCas9, we obtain qdCas9
* = 3.1 e and
for RNAP qRNAP
*
= 3.4e. We note that the charge value ∼3e
obtained from the Jarzynski equality is much lower than the
charge values obtained in the stochastic ﬁt to the localization
shift (∼10e). As we have a wide distribution of drag forces,
most likely due to diﬀerent capillaries used and thus diﬀerent
ﬂow velocity distributions, we will have a distribution of
eﬀective charges q* due to drag going into the work analysis.
Because the Jarzynski equality is biased toward small works due
to the factor e−Wi/kBT, we will preferentially obtain contributions
from smaller charge values, that is smaller works, and the
distribution will be skewed to show the lower bound for the
complex eﬀective charge. Both RNAP and dCas9 (with GFP
attached, see Methods), having similar hydrodynamic radii (∼5
nm54,55), we expect them to experience a similar drag force,
which would explain the similarity of the determined eﬀective
charge. The determined eﬀective charges will also have a
contribution from the bare electrostatic charge, but we expect a
minor contribution from it as drag overcomes electrostatic
charge.17 Despite the similarities of dCas9 and RNAP, the
distributions of work values and eﬀective charge from the
Jarzynski equality support discrimination.
To complement the small diﬀerence in eﬀective charges of
RNAP and dCas9, we can additionally discriminate them by
comparing the current drops obtained simultaneously with
force peaks for both proteins (Figure 4d). In a buﬀer of same
ionic strength, RNAP exibits a larger current drop than dCas9
and enables a clearer discrimination between the proteins than
the nonequilibrium work analysis. The origin of the
conductance drop is known to depend strongly on salt
conditions56 and can be attributed to several diﬀerent scenarios
(current blockage,57 molecular friction,58 or a change in the
advective current from current polarization17). A combination
of conductance changes and nonequilibrium work analysis thus

(3)

with v = dz/dt ≈ 500 nm/s the speed with which the stage is
moving the capillary, and H the Hamiltonian of the system.
This is connected to an integral of the measured optical
tweezers force over the stage from the state at zA to the state at
zB, where the protein event is wholly located in between these
two stage positions. The work Wi done in an individual protein
jump curve is computed as the area under the peak of the
force−distance curve from the point it starts to change from the
base DNA level until the point it returns to this level. This work
is corrected by subtracting the average force on the bare DNA
Wi = W̃ i − FDNAΔz (the value before and after the jump event
should be the same, see S1 and S5 in the Supporting
Information). The measured works Wi obtained from force
curves can be inserted into the nonequilibrium work equation
ﬁrst shown by Jarzysnki,53
⎛ W ⎞
exp⎜ − i ⎟
⎝ kBT ⎠

Δz
ξ + Δz

(4)

and connected to the free energy diﬀerence between the state
before and after the jump ΔGAB. With knowledge of our setup
geometry and parameters, we can connect free energy
diﬀerences to physical properties of the DNA−protein
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consisting of two chambers as in refs 17 and 33 and treated by
oxygen plasma at ∼50 W for 2 min. Afterward they were ﬁlled
with a buﬀer, containing 100 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5,
5% glycerol ﬁltered through an Anotop 25 ﬁlter (Watman)
beforehand. The buﬀer used for experiments with RNAP also
contained 0.01% TWEEN 20 to reduce proteins sticking to the
glass walls. The capillaries were used in the setup combining
optical tweezers and nanocapillaries described in refs 17 and 33.
The stiﬀness of the optical trap estimated using the power
spectrum density method was in the range of 60−120 pN/
μm.66
Formation of Bead-DNA−Protein Complexes. In order to
obtain bead-DNA−protein complexes, ﬁrst DNA−protein
complexes were formed and then they were incubated for 15
min at 37 °C, 250 rpm with 10 μL (6.7 × 106) 3 μm
streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (Bangs Laboratories)
suspended in the experimental buﬀer. Afterward the beads were
centrifuged for 5 min, 4 °C, 1000g and the solution was
exchanged to the experimental buﬀer. The formed complexes
were stored on ice during experiments. For dCas9, fresh
complexes were prepared every day, whereas for RNAP the
same complexes could be used for up to 2 days due to their
stability. The experiments were performed at room temperature. After 45−60 min, the buﬀer in the cis chamber was
exchanged and new bead-DNA−protein complexes were
introduced.
In the case of dCas9, ﬁrst, 140 nM of guide RNA was mixed
with ∼7 nM of dCas9 in the buﬀer containing 20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2,1 mM DTT, 5% glycerol
and in the presence of 0.5 Units of RNase inhibitors (Roche)
for 15 min at 37 °C, 250 rpm.
To form a complex of RNAP on DNA, a T7A1 promoter was
used. On this promoter, in the absence of UTP in the solution
RNAP stalls on DNA after 20 bp.67 A 7.2 kb ds DNA fragment
containing a biotin tag on one end was obtained by PCR of the
plasmid pRL574 kindly provided by Landick’s lab. 50 nM
RNAP (NEB) was mixed with ∼500 pM of DNA with a single
T7A1 promoter, 500 μM ApU (TriLink), 100 μM of ATP,
CTP, and GTP (Invitrogen) in a buﬀer, containing 25 mM
Tris/HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT,
3% glyceol, 0.15 mg/mL BSA for 30 min at 37 °C, 250 rpm.
Preparation of dCas9. DNA encoding the catalytically
inactive dCas9 (Cas9(D10A/H840A)) version from S. pyogenes
was PCR ampliﬁed from the pMJ841 plasmid (Addgene). The
PCR product was fused at the 3′ end with yeGFP construct and
cloned by Gibson assembly into a custom T7 RNAP expression
vector whose sequence was veriﬁed by DNA sequencing
(Microsynth). The generated vector was used for the in vitro
synthesis of dCas9 yeGFP tagged protein by PURExpress In
Vitro Protein Synthesis Kit (NEB) according to the
manufacturer’s conditions. The protein expression levels were
monitored over time using a spectrophotometer (SynergyMx,
Biotek) and the ﬁnal dCas9 yeGFP concentration was
quantiﬁed based on the GFP calibration curve.
Design and Preparation of Single Guide RNAs(sgRNAs). λDNA was screened for the presence of PAM motifs
(5′X20NGG3′) separated by more than 5000 bp. Five sgRNAs
(single guide RNAs) were designed bearing complementarity to
the 20 bp 5′ adjacent PAM motif sites. sgRNAs secondary
structure predictions were performed by Mfold online software.
sgRNAs were prepared by in vitro transcription of dsDNA
templates carrying a T7 promoter sequence. Transcription
templates were generated by PCR ampliﬁcation of ssDNA

enables us to discriminate two proteins even if they have a
similar charge or shape. In practice, one could use either one,
the other, or both methods to discriminate proteins while
tailoring the sensitivity to either charge or size.
Conclusions. We have demonstrated the viability of single
molecule force spectroscopy using optical tweezers and glass
nanocapillaries as a sensing tool for discrimination and
localization of DNA−protein complexes on two proteins in
physiological conditions: RNAP and dCas9. We detected the
proteins shifted from their expected positions but were able to
explain and correct for it by using both analytical and numerical
modeling and localize them to within an accuracy of 50 nm.
In the context of the wider applicability of this technique to
other types of geometries, we note the nanopore limit of (eq
5). For thin nanopores (<5 nm), like graphene59−62 and
MoS2,63 the free energy diﬀerence for a jump simpliﬁes under
the same assumptions to ΔF = qV with q as the bare
electrostatic charge, making the analysis of experiments much
simpler as the dependence on geometry is negligible. However,
this comes at the cost of a worse signal-to-noise ratio for
current measurements and harder experiments because
combining optical tweezers with nanopores is signiﬁcantly
more complex than with nanocapillaries. In addition, nanocapillaries’ sensitivity to the size of proteins could be tailored by
reducing and controlling the electroosmotic ﬂow induced drag
with lipid or polymer surface coating.49−51 Nanocapillaries can
thus be tailored to be either sensitive to charge or size of
proteins, enabling discrimination while simultaneously localizing them.
We believe that further implementation of optical tweezers
combined with nanocapillaries is robust enough to precisely
measure binding sites of previously uncharacterized proteins,
which make up a large part of proteins known to bind to DNA,
while simultaneously inferring their apparent hydrodynamic
radius and charge. It could also study diﬀerences between
diﬀerent binding conformations, for example, binding of RNAP
in the initiation stage versus the elongation stage, or Cas9
versus dCas9. Not only does our method recognize speciﬁc or
high aﬃnity sites while characterizing their size and charge, but
with enough statistics could be used to infer low aﬃnity or
nonspeciﬁc binding sites. The use of the technique to detect
multiple proteins bound to a single DNA (multiplexed
detection) could also be put to use in detecting the presence
of tandem repeats, such as the expansion of a CGG repeat
occurring in Fragile X syndrome.64
Methods. Combination of Nanocapillaries and Optical
Tweezers. Quartz capillaries with a 0.4 mm outer diameter and
0.3 mm inner diameter (Hilgenberg) were pulled using a P2000 laser-assisted puller (Sutter Instrument) with a program
containing 2 lines (Table 1). The pulled capillaries had a
diameter of 200−300 nm. They were shrunk to diameters of
43−58 nm under SEM accordingly to65 using a 500 pA beam
current and 3 kV accelerating voltage. Only nanocapillaries with
a circular, symmetric opening were used in this work. The
shrunken nanocapillaries were embedded in a PDMS ﬂuidic cell
Table 1. Laser Puller Programa

a

line

heat

ﬁlament

velocity

delay

pull

1
2

600
600

4
4

10
10

145
145

0
140

A program used to pull capillaries to diameters of 200−300 nm.
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templates (IDT) containing the T7 binding site, 20 bp
sequence complementary to the DNA target site, and sgRNA
scaﬀold sequence. The sgRNAs were synthesized by in vitro
transcription using the MEGAshortscript T7 Transcription kit
(Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s conditions. The
sgRNAs were treated with Turbo DNase (Ambion), puriﬁed by
lithium chloride precipitation method, and resuspended in
nuclease-free water supplemented with RNase inhibitors
(Promega). Prior to use, the quality of the sgRNA was assessed
by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Stochastic Model. We used a stochastic modeling scheme48
previously implemented to explain controlled translocation
events in both nanopores18 and nanocapillaries.17 The model is
based on two coupled Langevin equations for two state
variables in the system, the bead position r = y + ρ away from
equilibrium at the stage position z with ρ = 1.5 μm as the bead
radius, and the length of the contour located between the bead
and the capillary opening as s. We solved two Langevin
equations with an external force determined by the total free
energy of the system G(r, s). The free energy contains
contributions from the optical trap Got(r,z) = (1/2)κ(z − r)2,
the free energy of a charged DNA molecule in the nanocapillary
is GDNA(s), the free energy contribution from a protein bound
to the DNA at position sp is Gp(s), and the wormlike chain
(WLC) free energy of DNA is Gwlc(r,s), which couples the
equations (see Section S4 of the Supporting Information). We
numerically solved the two coupled equations, while slowly
varying the stage position z with a speed v ≈ 500 nm/s from
the DNA being almost completely inside the capillary until it
exits. In order to determine any numerical parameter, we made
∼100 averages of pulling protocols with random starting
conditions.
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